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Les droïdes ont d'ores et déjà pris d'assaut le
Musée de l'aviation et de l'espace du Canada
(MAEC). C'est demain que le coup d'envoi de
l'exposition Star Wars Identités sera donné.
Sujets : Centre des sciences de Montréal , Lucas Cultural Arts Museum , MAEC

Chapeautée par X3 Productions, l'exposition qui s'étalera jusqu'au 2 septembre, tentera de surfer sur le succès
rencontré au Centre des sciences de Montréal, l'an passé.
L'avant-première médiatique a été d'ailleurs l'occasion de dresser les premières impressions de cette exposition
tant attendue.
Premier constat: les quelque 200 objets promis du Lucas Cultural Arts Museum sont bien là. Et ce sous forme de
représentations des différents personnages, de croquis ou bien de reconstitutions des vaisseaux spatiaux. Rien
de bien neuf en somme.
Sauf que l'utilisation d'écrans digitaux permet aux visiteurs de rappeler de façon exhaustive les différents
personnages: les origines, les traits de personnalité ou encore le cercle d'amis. «Cette exposition offre une
nouvelle perspective sur les personnages bien-aimés de Star Wars, expliquait à cet égard récemment JacquesAndré Dupont, président et producteur exécutif de X3 Productions. Nous acquérons une meilleure
compréhension de leurs identités.»
Olivier Bouffard, l'un des responsables de l'exposition, précisait d'ailleurs que «trois thèmes avaient été
retenus»: les origines des personnages, les influences et les choix personnels. «C'est une façon pour les adultes
et les enfants d'y trouver leur compte»
Mais la grande force de l'exposition réside probablement dans son interactivité avec les spectateurs. Tout au
long du parcours, les visiteurs munis d'un bracelet peuvent construire eux-mêmes leur personnage. Et ce à partir
de dix bornes comprenant un choix sur l'espèce, les origines, les parents, les valeurs ou encore les événements
marquants. Une trouvaille intéressante qui ajoute un aspect ludique à la visite.
Unique bémol peut-être: la lecture quelque peu difficile de l'univers Star Wars pour les moins emballés par les
deux trilogies. La première borne propose de fait aux visiteurs de choisir une identité Wookie, Jawa, Togruta, ou
humaine. Un casse-tête pour les non-initiés, un plaisir pour les passionnés.
Les prix varient entre 13,25$ et 24$ (ou 11$ et 20$ pour les membres du MAEC).
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Ontario’s math problem
When the group People for Education did the math on the way math is taught in Ontario, it turned
up some disturbing findings. Most notable is that lower income, recent immigrant and aboriginal
students are much more likely to take applied math rather than academic math in high school, which
means they are less likely than other students to graduate or pursue post-secondary education.
More than a decade after the province did away with streaming, which was rightly criticized as a
practice that worsened disadvantages, it continues, in effect, with high school math.
Not all students belong in academic math, but when disproportionate numbers of one group take
the more basic math, that suggests some are failing to meet their potentials. That means fewer
graduates with strong math skills. The Canadian Council of Chief Executives recently warned that
Canada risks falling behind in the global skills race because comparatively few students participate in
university level science, engineering and math programs. Canada has also been slipping on
international math rankings.
While the report from People for Education looked at academic and applied math (in low income
schools 45 per cent of students take applied, compared with 18 per cent at high income schools), it also
raised bigger questions about how math is taught in the province.
The report noted that in 2012, only 44 per cent of students in applied math met the provincial
standard (compared to 84 per cent in academic math). The gap was bigger before 2005, when the
province’s Ministry of Education revised the curriculum.
The People for Education research is worrisome and it should lead to a closer look at how math is
taught and how it can better serve all students.
There has to be a stronger emphasis on math skills beginning in elementary school and extending to
education programs. Concerns have been raised in recent years about weak math skills among students
at teachers colleges who will be expected to later teach math. Students often experience a disconnect
between where math ends at Grade 8 and begins at Grade 9, which suggests a need for better teaching
and curriculum in elementary school.
People for Education has highlighted a way in which math fails some students, which demands
immediate attention. And there is reason to think the education system can do a better job of getting
more Ontario students excited about pursuing math.
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No excuse for neglect of aboriginal
education
The federal government has no shortage of solutions. It has been spitting them out at a steady rate
recently. Which makes its failure to find a solution to the problem of the aboriginal education gap all the
more perplexing.
What would it take to apply the kind of thinking the federal government has committed to turning
the National Research Council into a research and development hub, say, or to exploring the way
history is taught in Canada — a plan later abandoned — to aboriginal education?
Whatever effort it took would be well worth it, to individuals, of course, but also to the country.
Improving education quality and levels for aboriginal Canadians is an economic action plan in need of a
sponsor.
The failed education system for First Nations is a serious economic drag on the country and will be
for years to come without an innovative solution. That is not the only reason the quality of education
and graduation rates must be improved for aboriginal Canadians — a far more compelling reason is that
aboriginal Canadians will have a more difficult time living up to their potentials — but it is one that is
measurable.
Among the data released in the new, non-mandatory (and less reliable) National Household Survey
this week are numbers that show the rapid growth of Canada’s aboriginal population. Even with less
than completely reliable data, the trend is clear. Aboriginal Canadians are the fastest-growing
demographic and the youngest population in Canada. Children under 14 make up 28 per cent of the
aboriginal population, compared with 16.5 per cent among Canada’s non-aboriginal population.
That rapid population growth underscores the importance of improving education outcomes. But for
years the federal government response to calls for a better education system on reserves (which fall
under federal jurisdiction) has been to build a school here or there and shrug about the lack of money
to do more quickly.
Canada has all the information it needs to understand the seriousness of the education deficit within
First Nations communities. It is not just that students in Attawapiskat lived with shocking school
conditions for years — which they did — or that dropout rates among aboriginal Canadians are the
highest in the country — which they are. But Canada has accepted that it can’t do any better.
Many have outlined why Canada must close the aboriginal education gap. Among them is economist
Don Drummond, who devoted a section of his report on the Ontario economy to spelling out the
urgency of improving First Nations education. In fact Drummond, whose report was otherwise focused
on cost-cutting, recommended Ontario invest in improving schools on First Nations reserves in the
province, even though they fall under federal jurisdiction. The payoff, he noted, will be felt by the entire
province.
Drummond is right. Ontario and other provinces have a lot to lose if the underfunded and poor
quality school system that educates First Nations children on reserves is not improved and if graduation
rates are not increased.
But we know that already. The gap in education outcomes between aboriginal and non-aboriginal
Canadians is well documented. Drummond is one voice among many who have spoken up about what
the education failure is costing Canadians, especially at a time of skills shortages.
What we don’t know exactly is how to build an education system that serves Canadians on remote
reserves and inspires aboriginal students to excel and continue their education and training. That is the
hard part.
And it will take more than money. The federal Heritage Committee recently launched a study into
how Canadian history is preserved in federal, provincial and municipal programs. The study originally
expanded to the way history is taught in Canadian schools, but that idea was scratched after critics
complained it was veering into provincial territory. True, but First Nations education is federal territory,
why not expend more effort there?
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The federal government could create an innovation hub to look for the best ways to improve the
quality of education among a diverse and remote population. Its transformation of the National
Research Council away from pure research into helping companies with research and development has
been criticized as short-sighted.
The same concept, however, could help develop ideas for improving remote schools. Education
officials from Canadian provinces and around the world could contribute ideas and success stories.
Technology and good ideas would bring education to remote students and bring students to centres of
excellence.

If Canada can dedicate tax dollars to helping companies develop products and systems, it can also
dedicate money and brainpower to bringing aboriginal students a better chance to succeed.
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